**Description**

*Born of Rebellion* is the exciting new traveling exhibition from the West Virginia Humanities Council. This modular exhibit’s epic scope spans a century of history, from the growing divide between eastern and western Virginia in the early 1800s, to the battlefields in these West Virginia hills, and beyond. Visually rich sections cover the lead-up to war, military actions in the future Mountain State, the political path to statehood, the experiences of women and Black West Virginians, and postwar memory and memorialization. In-depth sidebars expand into topics like John Brown’s raid on Harpers Ferry, guerilla warfare, and the Underground Railroad.

**Components**

- (3) Large lenticular structures - 11.5ft x 2.5ft each
- (2) Pentagonal structures - 34in wide each
- (2) Standalone panels - 32in and 24in wide, respectively

*Display space needed = approximately 500 square feet*

- All panels are 84in tall (7ft)
- All hardware, tools, and instructions provided
- Exhibit requires no power tools
- Exhibit requires no electricity

**Venue Requirements**

- Consistent display hours and public access
- 3-4 week display period
- Staff supervision to prevent accident or vandalism
- 500+ square feet of display space, minimum 9ft ceilings
- Two or more people for setup

- Stepstool for setup
- Each venue must pick up and transport exhibit from the previous venue unless alternative arrangements are made with the West Virginia Humanities Council

*Contact the West Virginia Humanities Council for more information or to discuss hosting opportunities! Call 304.346.8500 or email Program Officer Kyle Warmack at warmack@wvhumanities.org Find more exhibit information at www.wvhumanities.org*

*Some lenticular sections combine to make panoramic images from certain viewing angles.*

*Interactive panel lets visitors vote on their favorite historical “alternative” name for West Virginia, and sign a real loyalty oath from the Civil War.*

*Modular design allows for a variety of layouts that can adapt to your space.*